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Estimates of risk-neutral densities of future asset returns have been commonly used for
pricing new financial derivatives, detecting profitable opportunities, and measuring central
bank policy impacts. We develop a new nonparametric approach for estimating the risk-
neutral density of asset prices and reformulate its estimation into a double-constrained
optimization problem. We evaluate our approach using the S&P 500 market option prices
from 1996 to 2015. A comprehensive cross-validation study shows that our approach
outperforms the existing nonparametric quartic B-spline and cubic spline methods, as well
as the parametric method based on the normal inverse Gaussian distribution. As an
application, we use the proposed density estimator to price long-term variance swaps, and
the model-implied prices match reasonably well with those of the variance future
downloaded from the Chicago Board Options Exchange website.
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1 INTRODUCTION

A financial derivative, such as option, swap, future, or forward contract, is an asset that is contingent
on an underlying asset. Its fair price can be obtained by calculating the expected future payoff under a
risk-neutral probability distribution. Therefore, the problem of pricing a derivative can be addressed
via estimating the risk-neutral density (RND) of the future payoff of the underlying asset. The
estimated prices, known as fair prices, may help companies and investors to avoid financial risk or
detect profitable opportunities, especially on over-the-counter (OTC) securities. The estimated risk-
neutral distribution can be further used by, for example, central banks to infer market belief on
economic events of interest and measure impacts of monetary policies [1–3]. On the other hand, the
market prices of the derivatives traded in a financial market reveal information about the RND.
Breeden and Litzenberger (1978) [4] were among the first to use option prices to estimate the risk-
neural probability distribution of the future payoff of the underlying asset. Among the financial
products that can be used to recover the RND, European options are the most common ones, which
give the investors rights to trade assets at a preagreed price (i.e., strike price) at the maturity date.
Among all the underlying assets that options are written on, Standard and Poor’s 500 Index (S&P
500) is a popular one, which aggregates the values of stocks of 500 large companies traded on
American stock exchanges and provides a credible view of the American stock market for investors.

There are a plethora of approaches toward recovering RND functions in the literature (see, for
example, [5], for an extensive review). Parametric approaches typically specify a statistical model for
the RND and the structural parameters are recovered by solving an optimization problem. For
instance, a lognormal distribution was used in [6]; a mixture of lognormal distributions proposed by
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[7] was considered in [2]; and a three-parameter Burr distribution
was employed in [8], called the Burr family, which covers a broad
range of shapes, including distributions similar to gamma,
lognormal, and J-shaped beta. Another commonly used
probability distribution in the literature of derivative pricing is
the generalized hyperbolic distribution that contains variance
gamma, normal inverse Gaussian (NIG), and t distributions as
special cases (see, for instance, [9, 10]).

Nonparametric procedures, by contrast, are free from
distributional assumptions on the underlying asset and thus
achieve more flexibility than parametric methods. For example,
in [11], cubic spline functions to model the unknown RND were
used. An estimated density is numerically obtained by solving a
quadratic programming problem with a convex objective function
and nonnegativity constraints. The authors deliberately chose more
knots than option strikes for higher flexibility. Lee (2014) [12]
approximated the risk-neutral cumulative distribution function
using quartic B-splines with power tails and the minimum
number of knots that meet zero bid-ask spread. Their estimation
was based on out-of-the-money option prices.

In this article, we propose a simpler but more powerful
nonparametric solution using piecewise constant (PC) functions
to estimate the RND. It is easy to implement since the estimating
problem is formulated as a weighted least squared (WLS) procedure.
It is more powerful since our method can recover the RND more
effectively with all available option market prices without screening.
Furthermore, our solution provides a practical way to explore
profitable investment opportunities in financial markets by
comparing the estimated prices and corresponding market prices.

The rest of this article is structured as follows. In Materials and
Methods, we introduce the proposed nonparametric approach after
reviewing cubic splines, quartic B-splines, and the NIG parametric
approaches in the literature. In Pricing European Options, we run
comprehensive cross-validation studies using the S&P 500 European
option data to compare different methods and provide theoretical
justifications on the consistency of our estimator for fair option
prices. In Pricing Variance Swap, we apply the proposed
nonparametric approach to price variance swaps, which is
challenging in practice [13, 14]. We conclude in Discussion. The
proofs and more formulae are collected in the Supplementary
Material.

2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

In this section, we first provide a brief review of the cubic splines,
quartic B-splines, and NIG approaches in the literature for
recovering the RND. Then, we introduce the proposed PC
nonparametric approach with least square (LS) and WLS
procedures.

2.1 Nonnegative Cubic Spline Estimate
for RND
Given the current trading date t and the expiration date T of
European options, let [K1,Kq] be the range of strike prices of all
available options traded in the market with the same underlying

asset. Monteiro et al. (2008) [11] considered s + 1 equally spaced
knots for a cubic spline withK1 � x1 < x2 < x3 </< xs < xs+1 � Kq.
These knots are not necessarily a subset of the available strikes.
Nevertheless, the closer these knots are to the strikes, the better their
solution is. They also claimed that the number of knots should not
be very much larger than the number of distinct strikes.

For the sake of nonnegativity of the estimated RNDs, in [11],
the solution is much more complicated and computationally
expensive than the usual cubic spline estimates. For
comparison purposes, we keep only the constraints that ensure
the nonnegativity of the density function on knots in their
optimization procedure. By evaluating the difference between
the estimated fair prices and the market prices of options, if our
approach achieves higher accuracy than the cubic spline estimate
with fewer constraints, then our approach is considered to be
superior to that of [11].

When it comes to practical implementation [11], eliminating
option prices is suggested that led to potential arbitrage
opportunities according to the bid-ask interval, put-call parity,
monotonicity, and strict convexity. They also generated “fake”
call option prices using put-call parity to eliminate “artificial”
arbitrage opportunities. Our comprehensive studies in Pricing
European Options show that their screening and cleaning
procedure may result in substantial information loss.

2.2 Quartic B-Spline Estimate
Lee (2014) [12] adopted a uniform quartic B-spline to estimate
the risk-neutral cumulative distribution function (CDF). They
used power tails to extrapolate outside the strike price range.
They suggested using only the out-of-the-money (hereafter,
OTM) options to estimate the CDF, including OTM call
options whose strikes are higher than the underlying asset
price and OTM put options whose strikes are lower than the
underlying asset price. OTM options are typically cheaper than
in-the-money (ITM) options and are considered to be more
liquid as well. Nevertheless, our case studies in Pricing European
Options show that ITM options may help recover the RND
as well.

Due to fewer parameters, the quartic B-spline estimate is
computationally more efficient than the nonnegative cubic
spline approach. Lee (2014) [12] chose the number of knots
needed as the minimum number that satisfies zero bid-ask
pricing spread. They also suggested eliminating options that
violate monotonicity and strict convexity constraints.

2.3 NIG Parametric Approach
For comparison purposes, we choose one parametric approach
for approximating the RND, as suggested by [9, 15]. It is based on
the NIG distribution, which belongs to the generalized hyperbolic
class and can be characterized by its first four moments,
i.e., mean, variance, skewness, and kurtosis. According to [16],
these four moments can be estimated by the OTM European call
and put options. One major issue with NIG density estimate is
that, as shown in [10], the feasibility of NIG approach drops down
as the time-to-maturity increases since more estimated skewness
and kurtosis pairs fall outside the feasible domain of the NIG
distribution.
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2.4 The Proposed Piecewise Constant
Nonparametric Approach
The PC approach that we propose in this article is nonparametric
by nature. It is simpler but more efficient. Let St and ST stand for
the current price of equity on day t and the future price on day T.
To estimate the RND function fQ of log(ST ) conditional on the
information up to day t, we propose to use a PC function, or a step
function, to approximate fQ, with all distinct strike prices as
knots. The constants in the step function are estimated by solving
an optimization problem subject to certain constraints. By forcing
the constants to be nonnegative, the nonnegativity of the
estimated RND is guaranteed.

To be precise, suppose that we have a collection of market
prices of European put and call options that are traded on date t
and expire on date T. Let {K1,K2, . . . ,Kq} represent the distinct
strikes in ascending order and C be the collection of indices for
call options and P for put options. Then, C ∪ P � {1, 2, . . . , q}.
Let m � |C| and n � |P| be the numbers of calls and puts,
respectively. Then m + n≥ q.

Given a RND fQ, the fair prices of put option and call option
with strike Ki are

Pi � EQ
t e

−RtT(Ki − ST)+ � e−RtT ∫logKi

−∞
(Ki − ey)fQ(y)dy,

Ci � EQ
t e

−RtT(ST − Ki)+ � e−RtT ∫∞

logKi

(ey − Ki)fQ(y)dy,
respectively, where RtT stands for the cumulative risk-free interest
rate from t to T; that is, $1 on day t ends for sure with eRtT dollars
on day T. We denote by rt the risk-free interest rate over the
period [t, t + 1], which is obtained from the risk-free zero-coupon
bond, and clearly RtT � ∑T−1

j�t rj.
To account for the RND outside the range [K1,Kq], we add

K0 � K1/cK and Kq+1 � cKKq, where cK > 1 is a predetermined
constant that can be chosen by means of cross-validation or prior
knowledge (see details in Pricing European Options). We then use
a PC function fΔ to approximate fQ; that is,

fΔ(y) � al , for logKl−1 < y ≤ logKl , l � 1, 2, . . . , q + 1, (1)

and zero elsewhere. Here, Δ � {logK1, . . . , logKq} stands for the
collection of distinct strikes in log scale and {al, l � 1, . . . , q + 1}
are nonnegative constants satisfying

∑q+1
l�1

al log
Kl

Kl−1
� 1 (2)

due to the condition ∫+∞
−∞ fΔ(y)dy � 1.

Given the approximate RND fΔ, the estimated put and call
prices with strike Ki are

P̂i � e−RtT ∫logKi

−∞
(Ki − ey)fΔ(y)dy, (3)

Ĉi � e−RtT ∫∞

logKi

(ey − Ki)fΔ(y)dy, (4)

respectively, which are essentially linear functions of a1, . . . , aq.

Proposition 2.1. Given al ≥ 0, l � 1, . . . , q + 1 satisfying Eq. 2,
the estimated prices for put and call options with strike Ki satisfy

eRtT P̂i � a1X
(P)
i,1 +/ + aqX

(P)
i,q + X(P)

i,q+1, (5)

eRtT Ĉi � a1X
(C)
i,1 +/ + aqX

(C)
i,q + X(C)

i,q+1, (6)

where X(P)
i,l � X(p)

i,l − log(Kl/Kl−1)(log cK)− 1X(p)
i,q+1, X(C)

i,l � X(c)
i,l −

log(Kl/Kl−1) (log cK )− 1 X(c)
i,q+1, l � 1, 2, . . . , q; X(P)

i,q+1 �
X(p)
i,q+1(log cK)− 1, X(C)

i,q+1 � X(c)
i,q+1 (log cK)− 1; and X(p)

i,l �
[Ki log(Kl/Kl−1) − (Kl/Kl−1)] · 1(Ki ≥Kl), X(c)

i,l � [(Kl − Kl−1) −
Ki log(Kl − Kl−1)] · 1(Ki <Kl), l � 1, 2, . . . , q + 1.

The proof of Proposition 2.1 is relegated to Supplementary
Material A.

The unknown parameters a1, . . . , aq+1 are estimated by
minimizing the following LS objective function:

L(a1, . . . , aq+1) � 1
m + n

⎡⎣∑
i∈C

(Ĉi − ~Ci)2+∑
i∈P

(P̂i − ~Pi)2⎤⎦ (7)

subject to al ≥ 0, l � 1, 2, . . . , q + 1, and Eq. 2, where ~Ci and ~Pi are
market prices of call option and put option, respectively, with
strike Ki . If there exists an RND fQ, we have Ci � ~Ci, i ∈ C and
Pi � ~Pi, i ∈ P. That is, market prices are fair if there is no arbitrage
in the financial market.

From an investment point of view, because a more expensive
option tends to be less liquid, an alternative approach to
determining a1, . . . , aq+1 is to minimize aWLS objective function:

W(a1, . . . , aq+1) � 1
m + n

⎡⎣∑
i∈C

( Ĉi − ~Ci

~Ci

)2

+∑
i∈P

( P̂i − ~Pi

~Pi

)2⎤⎦.
(8)

The WLS estimate is in favor of OTM options over ITM options
in that OTM options are typically less expensive and more liquid.

3 PRICING EUROPEAN OPTIONS

In this section, we use the S&P 500 European options to evaluate
the performances of various RND estimators.

3.1 S&P 500 European Option Data
We consider European calls and puts written on the S&P 500
indices from January 2, 1996, to August 31, 2015, in the
United States [10, 14]. The expiration dates are the third
Saturday of the delivery month. Following [14], we keep only
the options with positive bid prices and positive volumes and with
expiration date of more than seven days in our analysis. Similar to
[10], we categorize options into seven groups with expiration in
7 ∼ 14, 17 ∼ 31, 81 ∼ 94, 171 ∼ 199, 337 ∼ 393, 502 ∼ 592, and
670 ∼ 790 days, respectively, for the purpose of examining the
effects of the length of maturity on pricing. The numbers of
options and (t,T) pairs under consideration are presented in
Table 1.
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3.2 Comprehensive Comparisons With
Existing Methods
We use the S&P 500 European options to evaluate the
performance of the following methods: the parametric NIG
estimate, the quartic B-spline (B-spline) estimate, the
nonnegative cubic spline estimates with either LS criterion
(cubic + LS) or WLS criterion (cubic + WLS), and the
proposed PC estimate with either LS or WLS objective
function using OTM options only (PC + LS + OTM or PC +
WLS + OTM) or using all available options (PC + LS + ALL or
PC + WLS + ALL). All the comparisons are made based on their
ability to recover option market prices.

For each of the seven time-to-maturity categories listed in
Table 1, we randomly selected 200 pairs of (t,T). For each pair,
the market prices of calls and puts are collected. The
aforementioned approaches are applied to estimate the RND
of the underlying asset at time T. We then use the estimated RND
to obtain Ĉi and P̂i . The discrepancy between the market prices
and the estimated prices is assessed bymeans of the absolute error
La and the relative error Lr defined as follows:

L2a �
1

|Ct | + |Pt |
⎡⎢⎣∑
i∈Ct

(Ĉi − ~Ci)2 + ∑
i∈Pt

(P̂i − ~Pi)2⎤⎥⎦,
L2
r �

1

|Ct | + |Pt |
⎡⎢⎣∑
i∈Ct

(Ĉi/~Ci − 1)2+∑
i∈Pt

(P̂i/~Pi − 1)2⎤⎥⎦,
where Ct (or Pt) refers to the collection of indices of call (or put)
options used for testing purposes. In Table 2 and Table 3, we

choose Ct and Pt to be either all available OTM options or ITM
options. We report the average La and Lr over the 200 randomly
selected pairs of (t,T) for each estimation approach. The
columns labeled ‘200’ show the actual number of pairs that
yield a valid RND estimate. The higher the count, the more
effective the method. As explained in Section 2.3, the NIG
approach is quite picky in selecting calls and puts. For
B-spline and cubic methods, following the same filtering
procedures as in [11, 12], respectively, we observe that fewer
options become available as the time-to-maturity increases,
which results in substantial information loss. On the contrary,
our PC methods with LS or WLS are feasible for almost all cases,
especially when using both ITM and OTM options.

In terms of the absolute error La and the relative error Lr
computed for different combinations of time-to-maturities
and RND estimates, our PC estimates are more stable and
accurate than the other three approaches. As illustrated in
Tables 2, 3, the proposed PC methods always yield the
lowest La or Lr , regardless of the type of options used. In
order for a cross-sectional comparison to be conducted
among all the approaches, only OTM options are
considered when using the proposed PC approach to
price options (i.e., PC + LS + OTM or PC + WLS +
OTM). In practice, however, we would recommend using
all available option prices, including both ITM and OTM
options. In particular, if the goal is to obtain the most
precise price, we recommend ‘PC + LS + ALL’ in that it
controls absolute error La the best; if one seeks a higher
return on investment, we would recommend ‘PC + WLS +
ALL’ instead, which controls relative error Lr the best.

3.3 Consistency of PC Estimates for Fair
Prices
Given distinct strike prices K1 <K2 </<Kq, the associated
market prices of calls and puts, {~Ci, i ∈ C} and {~Pi, i ∈ P},
respectively, traded on date t with expiration date T satisfy

TABLE 1 | Numbers of calls, puts, and (t, T) pairs in different time-to-maturity
categories (number of days to expiration).

#Day 7∼14 17∼31 81∼94 171∼199 337∼393 502∼592 670∼790

#Call 72,535 136,019 34,764 17,367 13,465 7,985 5,869
#Put 112,862 205,863 53,648 27,906 18,982 14,535 10,104
#(t, T) 2,411 4,206 2,548 2,306 2,747 2,536 1,739

TABLE 2 | Comprehensive comparison of different RND estimates: part I.

Time-to-maturity 7∼14 17∼31 81∼94 171∼199

Method Test La Lr 200 La Lr 200 La Lr 200 La Lr 200

NIG ITM 1.823 0.058 145 2.293 0.057 110 5.902 0.095 91 14.344 0.158 143
OTM 0.772 0.569 145 1.669 0.533 110 5.404 0.769 92 10.445 0.771 143

B-spline ITM 27.031 0.107 133 30.404 0.140 156 33.019 0.124 93 23.086 0.144 30
OTM 1.638 15.102 133 9.981 64.444 156 5.037 7.153 93 11.783 12.655 30

Cubic + LS ITM 3.645 0.218 102 1.055 0.028 76 2.254 0.041 77 69,861.9 734.427 69
OTM 3.105 4.452 102 0.387 0.600 76 1.094 1.276 77 224,532.5 15,259.638 69

Cubic + WLS ITM 4.696 0.236 102 1.286 0.034 76 2.977 0.049 77 66,506.6 699.154 69
OTM 3.480 5.032 102 0.446 0.656 76 1.297 1.084 77 214,119.1 14,806.153 69

PC + LS + ALL ITM 0.138 0.005 200 0.150 0.004 200 0.269 0.004 200 0.430 0.004 200
OTM 0.083 0.157 200 0.097 0.114 200 0.162 0.077 200 0.420 0.056 200

PC + WLS + ALL ITM 0.219 0.007 200 0.231 0.005 200 0.462 0.006 200 1.628 0.008 200
OTM 0.077 0.074 200 0.090 0.064 200 0.166 0.034 200 0.370 0.028 200

PC + LS + OTM ITM 0.679 0.023 200 0.646 0.015 200 6.570 0.098 198 25.042 0.171 198
OTM 0.053 0.098 200 0.074 0.086 200 0.153 0.043 198 0.275 0.036 198

PC + WLS + OTM ITM 0.913 0.029 200 0.803 0.019 200 9.073 0.114 198 25.135 0.172 198
OTM 0.121 0.077 200 0.121 0.065 200 0.308 0.034 198 0.364 0.025 198
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~Ci � e−RtT ∫∞

logKi

(ey − Ki)fQ(y)dy,
~Pi � e−RtT ∫logKi

−∞
(Ki − ey)fQ(y)dy, (9)

provided that RND fQ of logST exists. That is, the market prices
(~Ci, ~Pi) agree with the fair prices (Ci, Pi) .

According to Eq. 1, the proposed PC approach provides the
following approximation:

fΔ(x) � ∑q+1
l�1

al1(logKl−1 , logKl](x) (10)

to the RND fQ, where (a1, . . . , aq+1)minimizes the absolute error
L(a1, . . . , aq+1) or the relative error W(a1, . . . , aq+1). The
estimated fair prices (P̂i, Ĉi) calibrated using fΔ are determined
by Eqs 3, 4.

Because fQ is often not unique in practice, instead of
measuring the distance between fΔ and fQ, we would like to
ask whether the prices obtained using fΔ could recover the market
prices well. The extensive numerical studies reported in Tables 2,
3 corroborate this claim. This is further justified by the following
theorem.

Theorem 3.1. Suppose there exists a continuous RND fQ of
logST , satisfying ∫∞

0
exfQ(x)dx <∞. Let Δ � {logK1, . . . , logKq}

be the collection of distinct strike prices in log scale with both call
and put option market prices available. Then as K1 → 0, Kq →∞,
q→∞, and

∣∣∣∣Δ∣∣∣∣ :� max1≤ i< qlog(Ki+1/Ki)→ 0, we have

1
2q

⎡⎣∑q
i�1

(Ĉi − ~Ci)2+∑q
i�1

(P̂i − ~Pi)2⎤⎦→ 0.

Remark 1. Since ~Ci � e−RtT ∫∞
logKi

eyfQ(y)dy− Kie−RtT ∫∞
logKi

fQ(y)dy,
then the condition ∫∞

0
exfQ(x) dx <∞ in Theorem 3.1 is necessary

and sufficient for ~Ci <∞.
Remark 2. The proof for Theorem 3.1 is relegated to

Supplementary Material B. It shows the existence of

(a1, . . . , aq+1) such that max1≤ i≤ q

∣∣∣∣Ĉi − ~Ci

∣∣∣∣< ϵ and max1≤ i≤ q

∣∣∣∣P̂i −
~Pi

∣∣∣∣< ϵ for any given ϵ> 0 when K1, |Δ| are sufficiently small
and Kq, q are sufficiently large. In other words,∣∣∣∣Ĉi − ~Ci

∣∣∣∣, ∣∣∣∣P̂i − ~Pi

∣∣∣∣, i � 1, . . . , q, can be uniformly small.

3.4 Detecting Profitable Opportunities
Theorem 3.1 provides analytical foundations for the consistency
of the proposed PC method under the assumption of the
existence of a continuous RND. Nevertheless, the PC method
is still applicable even when there is an arbitrage opportunity in
the market. In this case, a significant difference between the
market price and its estimated fair price would be expected.

With a given set of market option prices, our nonparametric
method can recover a fair option price for any strike price. From
an investment point of view, we are able to detect options on the
markets that are under- or overpriced. It may not be adequate to
claim arbitrage opportunities due to the lack of guarantee to
earn and since there is a mature market system designed to catch
such kind of difference among the option prices. Nevertheless,
we can still report profitable investment opportunities for
investors.

In Figure 1, we provide an illustrative example using m +
n � 95 available market prices of options traded on April 14, 2014
with expiration September 5, 2014. For each of the 95 options, we
obtain its fair price based on our PC + LS method using the
market prices of the rest m + n − 1 � 94 options. Then, we
compare the market price and the leave-one-out fair price,
known as leave-one-out cross-validation. Figure 1A depicts m +
n � 95 market prices in dots and leave-one-out fair prices in solid
line against the corresponding strike prices. It seems that they
match each other very well.

To have a closer look at the difference between market price
and fair price, we plot the relative difference, that is (market price -
fair price)/fair price, against strike price in Figure 1B. The sign of
the relative difference tells us whether the option is under- or
overpriced. In addition, in order to check if the difference
between a market price and its fair price is statistically

TABLE 3 | Comprehensive comparison of different RND estimates: part II.

Time-to-maturity 337∼393 502∼592 670∼790

Method Test La Lr 200 La Lr 200 La Lr 200

NIG ITM 23.238 0.165 51 37.368 0.216 27 49.308 0.180 29
OTM 17.781 0.790 53 28.575 1.236 27 33.174 5.329 29

B-spline ITM 146.941 0.255 4 NA NA 0 NA NA 0
OTM 146.941 0.255 4 NA NA 0 NA NA 0

Cubic + LS ITM 251,615.4 876.7 68 248,235.4 778.5 75 47,327.8 95.317 54
OTM 110,639.6 1,553.4 68 303,111.7 24,539.1 75 24,203.2 2,351.626 54

Cubic + WLS ITM 250,487.1 872.8 68 406,119.5 1,259.7 75 47,364.3 95.391 54
OTM 110,189.3 1,547.4 68 517,077.6 35,028.3 75 24,205.7 2,353.728 54

PC + LS + ALL ITM 4.907 0.033 200 7.406 0.089 200 7.501 0.062 200
OTM 1.323 0.066 200 3.100 0.154 200 5.484 0.098 200

PC + WLS + ALL ITM 7.148 0.035 200 7.778 0.070 200 6.556 0.051 200
OTM 2.256 0.028 200 4.382 0.044 200 6.268 0.048 200

PC + LS + OTM ITM 79.914 0.320 192 92.636 0.439 197 86.013 0.404 194
OTM 1.150 0.032 192 1.401 0.050 197 1.153 0.044 194

PC + WLS + OTM ITM 79.688 0.318 192 93.565 0.438 197 85.833 0.403 194
OTM 1.461 0.021 192 2.1977 0.021 197 1.479 0.018 194
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significant, we bootstrap the rest of the market prices 50 times to
obtain a 95% confidence interval of the fair price. The dash lines
in Figure 1B show the upper and lower ends of the bootstrap
confidence intervals. When a market price falls outside its
bootstrap confidence interval, we may report to investors that
the corresponding option is significantly under-/overpriced
compared with the market prices of the other options.

4 PRICING VARIANCE SWAP

With an estimated RND, one can calculate the fair price of any
derivative whose payoff is a function of ST . In this section, we
apply the proposed method to price variance swaps. Our study
shows that our fair prices match the market prices of long-term
variance swaps reasonably well.

A variance swap is a financial product that allows investors to
trade realized variance against current implied variance of log
returns. More specifically, let St stand for the closing price of the
underlying asset on day t, t � 0, 1, . . . ,T , and let Rt �
log(St/St−1) represent the tth daily log return. The annualized
realized variance over T trading days is defined as
σ2realized � A

T∑T
t�1R2

t , where A is the number of trading days per
year, which on average is 252. The payoff of a variance swap is
defined as

Nvar(σ2realized − σ2
strike),

where the variance notional Nvar and variance strike σ2strike are
specified before the sale of a variance swap contract.

Variance swaps provide investors with pure exposure to the
variance of the underlying asset without directional risk. It is
notably liquid across major equities, indices, and stock markets
and is growing across other markets. Historical evidence indicates
that selling variance is systematically profitable.

There are numerous methods in the literature of pricing
variance swaps, both analytically and numerically (see [13] for
an extensive review). Nevertheless, a pricing formula or
procedure that relies on a certain stochastic process, for
instance, Lévy process [14], MRG-Vasicek model [17], or
Hawkes jump-diffusion model [18], may suffer from a lack
of parsimony or might not fit the real data well due to the

inappropriateness of model assumptions (see, for
instance, [14]).

In this section, we propose a moment-based method in
conjunction with our PC RND estimate to price variance
swaps, which is free of model assumption.

Assuming the existence of a risk-neutral measure Q, the fair
price VSt,T of a variance swap on day t is the discounted expected
payoff:

VSt,T � e−RtTNvar
⎡⎢⎢⎣EQ

t
⎛⎝A
T

∑T
i�1

R2
i
⎞⎠ − σ2strike

⎤⎥⎥⎦, (11)

where RtT is the cumulative risk-free interest rate from t to T
defined in The Proposed Piecewise Constant Nonparametric
Approach. To proceed, we further assume the following.

Assumption 1. The increments of the process logSt
are independent; that is, log(St+1/St) is independent of
S0, . . . , St , t � 0, . . . ,T − 1.

Consequently, the fair price of a variance swap can be
represented by a sequence of the risk-neutral moments of the
underlying asset.

Proposition 4.1. Assuming the existence of a risk-neutral
measure Q and that Assumption 1 is fulfilled, the fair price of
variance swap is

VSt,T � e−RtTNvar

⎧⎨⎩A
T
∑
i�1

t

R2
i +

A
T
EQ

t (log ST)2 − A
T
(log St)2

− 2A
T

∑
i�t+1

T [EQ
t log Si−1EQ

t log Si − (EQ
t log Si−1)2] − σ2strike

⎫⎬⎭.

(12)

The proof of Proposition 4.1 is relegated to Supplementary
Material C.

4.1 Moments Calculation
In view of Eq. 12, pricing variance swaps requires estimating the
first and secondmoments of logSi under the risk-neutral measure.
One option is to use a moment-based method described by [16]
and further extended by [19]. In this section, we employ an
alternative way of calculating the moments, which makes use of
the proposed nonparametric approach.

FIGURE 1 | Leave-one-out cross-validation for options traded on April 14, 2014 with an expiration date of September 5, 2014 (round dot: market price; solid line:
fair price based on PC; dash line: 95% confidence interval based on bootstrap).
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Recall that the step function fΔ defined in Eq. 1 or Eq. 10
provides an approximation to the RND fQ of logST . We use all the
available market prices of options to estimate fΔ; then, the
moments calculated from fΔ serve as the estimates of required
moments. Since fΔ is “PC” which stands for piecewise constant. it
can be verified that the first and second moments of log(ST ) are
given by

EQ
t log(ST) � ∑

l�1

q+1 al
2
[(logKl)2 − (logKl−1)2], (13)

EQ
t [log(ST)]2 � ∑

l�1

q+1 al
3
[(logKl)3 − (logKl− 1)3]. (14)

Note that there are no market prices available for options that
expire on a day that is other than the third Saturday of the
delivery month. We would have to interpolate the mean and
standard deviation of log(Si) for t < i<T , and this is achieved via
linear interpolation in this paper. Detailed procedures are
described in Supplementary Material D.

4.2 Replicating by Variance Futures
In order to evaluate the fair price of a variance swap, we replicate
variance swap using available market prices of variance futures.
Variance future is a financial contract that is traded over the
counter. As stated in [20], variance swap and variance future are
essentially the same since they both trade the difference of
variance and one can replicate a variance swap by the
corresponding variance future. As a matter of fact, if variance
future and variance swap share the same expiration date, then at
the start point of the observation period, there is no difference
between trading a variance future and trading a variance swap
with $50 variance notional. The formula for the fair price of a
variance swap contract induced from variance future is given by

VSt,T � e−RtTNvar

⎧⎨⎩A
T
⎡⎣ ∑M−1

i�1
R2
i + IUG × Ne −M + 1

A
× 1
1002

⎤⎦ − σ2strike
⎫⎬⎭,

where M is the number of observed days to date, Ne is the
expected number of trading days in the observation period, and
IUG is the square of market implied volatility given by

IUG � ∑Ne

i�M
R2
i ×

A
Ne −M + 1

× 1002.

4.3 Variance Future Data
Variance future data were downloaded from the Chicago Board
Options Exchange (CBOE) website (http://cfe.cboe.com/). Variance
future products with 12-month (with futures symbol VA) or 3-
month (with futures symbol VT) expirations are traded on the
CBOE Futures Exchange. We use VA in the subsequent analysis.
The continuously compounded zero-coupon interest rates cover
dates from January 2, 1996 to August 31, 2015. For variance futures,
the trading dates are from December 10, 2012, to August 31, 2015,
with start dates from December 21, 2010, to July 30, 2015, and
expiration dates from January 18, 2013, to January 1, 2016. We use
variance futures to replicate variance swaps, so the time spans of
variance swaps are in line with those of variance futures.

4.4 Results
In order to assess the accuracy of our estimated fair prices of a
variance swap, we compare three relevant quantities:

1. OP: Fair price of a variance swap based on our moment-based
nonparametric approach, using option market prices till day t

2. VF: Induced market price of a variance swap from CBOE
traded variance future till day t

FIGURE 2 | Ratio of OP/True variance swap prices vs. days to expiration.
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3. True: Realized price of a variance swap at expiration day Twith
known S0, S1, . . . , ST

We present three ratios, OP/True, VF/True, and OP/VF, in
Figures 2–4, respectively, against the remaining calendar days
of variance swaps. Compared with ‘True’ prices based on
realized underlying asset prices, Figure 2 and Figure 3
suggest that OP and VF have a similar increasing pattern
along with the remaining calendar days. This is in part due to
the uncertainty in the estimate of the variance, which increases

with the number of days to expiration. On the other hand,
Figure 4 and Figure 5 show that the fair price OP based on our
proposed method matches the market price VF pretty well on
variance swaps with expiration between 365 and 800 days. For
variance swaps expiring in less than 365 days (not shown here),
OP and VF do not match well. This is plausibly attributed to
the fact that long-term options are more reasonable and stable,
which are less likely to be affected by external factors or noises.
For variance swaps longer than 800 days, the relatively low VF
might indicate underpriced variance futures.

FIGURE 3 | Ratio of VF/True variance swap prices vs. days to expiration.

FIGURE 4 | Ratio of OP/VF variance swap prices vs. days to expiration.
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5 DISCUSSION

In this article, we propose a new nonparametric approach for
estimating the RND. It is data-driven and is not built on any
model assumption about the data generating process of
underlying asset prices. It only assumes the existence of an
RND and the independence of increments of log return for
pricing variance swaps. That is why it can capture the market
price very well.

In contrast with other nonparametric methods, such as cubic
spline and B-spline, our method is much simpler but fits the real
data better. We choose only distinct strikes as knots and assume
constant values between knots to avoid overfitting. By sacrificing
the continuity of estimated RND, the nonnegativity of a density
function is readily satisfied.

On the other hand, the proposed approach utilizes market
prices of all options, not just OTM options. In our opinion, ITM
options, despite not being as liquid as OTM options, still contain
market information and should be incorporated when estimating
a RND. Our comprehensive analysis shows that it recovers OTM
option prices better by including ITM option prices.

One of the potential applications of our work is to price OTC
securities. The comprehensive comparisons of different methods
using S&P 500 European option data in Pricing European Options
show the outperformance of our estimates across various time-to-
maturity periods. With our estimated RNDs, financial engineers
may be able to develop more sophisticated financial products to
fit the needs of their customers better. A fair price of the new
financial product will not only facilitate the traders but also
reduce their financial risk.

Another potential application is to build up profitable
portfolios for investment purposes. In Detecting Profitable
Opportunities, we show how to use leave-one-out and

bootstrap techniques to identify under- or overpriced options
from fair-priced options. Real-time trading algorithms may be
developed based on our estimates toward catching up profitable
opportunities by buying underpriced options and shorting
overpriced options.

Pricing variance swaps is a difficult job when dealing with real
data. We display in Figures 2–5 only the cases where the ratio
OP/True is less than 5. There are cases where OP and VF disagree
significantly. Overall, our OP prices work better for variance
futures that expire in the last four months of 2015, which are also
the last four months available in our dataset.

In the literature, RND is naturally connected to the concept of
statistic discount factor or pricing kernel, which can be described
as the ratio of the RND and the physical density [21]. The
proposed nonparametric estimate of RND could be applied to
estimate pricing kernel as well.
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Supplementary Material
for
A New Nonparametric Estimate of the Risk-Neutral
Density with Applications to Variance Swaps

A. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2.1
We rewrite the call and put option prices in Eqs 3, 4 in terms of a1, a2, . . . , aq, aq+1 as follows

eRtT P̂i =

∫ logKi

−∞
(Ki − ey)f∆(y)dy

=

q+1∑
l=1

∫ logKl

logKl−1

(Ki − ey)aldy · 1(Ki ≥ Kl)

=

q+1∑
l=1

al[(Ki log
Kl

Kl−1
)− (Kl −Kl−1)] · 1(Ki ≥ Kl), i ∈ P

(S1)

eRtT Ĉi =

∫ ∞
logKi

(ey −Ki)f∆(y)dy

=

q+1∑
l=1

∫ logKl

logKl−1

(ey −Ki)aldy · 1(Ki ≤ Kl−1)

=

q+1∑
l=1

al[(Kl −Kl−1)−Ki log
Kl

Kl−1
] · 1(Ki < Kl), i ∈ C

(S2)

Let X(p)
i,l = [Ki log(Kl/Kl−1)− (Kl −Kl−1)] · 1(Ki ≥ Kl), l = 1, 2, . . . , q + 1 be an entry of the design

matrix for put options; and X(c)
i,l = [(Kl −Kl−1)−Ki log(Kl/Kl−1)] · 1(Ki < Kl), l = 1, 2, . . . , q + 1

for call options. From Eq. 2, aq+1 can be represented by a1, a2, . . . , aq, as

aq+1 =

(
1−

q∑
l=1

al log
Kl

Kl−1

)
(log cK)−1 (S3)

1
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Plugging Eq. S3 into Eqs S1, S2, we obtain

eRtT P̂i =

q+1∑
l=1

alX
(p)
i,l

= a1X
(p)
i,1 + a2X

(p)
i,2 + · · ·+ aqX

(p)
i,q

+

(
1− a1 log

K1

K0
− · · · − aq log

Kq

Kq−1

)
(log cK)−1X

(p)
i,q+1

= a1[X
(p)
i,1 − (log

K1

K0
)(log cK)−1X

(p)
i,q+1] + · · ·

+ aq[X
(p)
i,q − (log

Kq

Kq−1
)(log cK)−1X

(p)
i,q+1] +

1

log cK
X

(p)
i,q+1

4
= a1X

(P )
i,1 + a2X

(P )
i,2 + · · ·+ aqX

(P )
i,q +X

(P )
i,q+1, i ∈ P

(S4)

where X(P )
i,l = X

(p)
i,l − (logKl/Kl−1)(log cK)−1X

(p)
i,q+1, l = 1, 2, . . . , q and X(P )

i,q+1 = X
(p)
i,q+1/ log cK .

Similarly for call options,

eRtT Ĉi =

q+1∑
l=1

alX
(c)
i,l

= a1X
(c)
i,1 + a2X

(c)
i,2 + · · ·+ aqX

(c)
i,q

+

(
1− a1 log

K1

K0
− · · · − aq log

Kq

Kq−1

)
(log cK)−1X

(c)
i,q+1

= a1[X
(c)
i,1 − (log

K1

K0
)(log cK)−1X

(c)
i,q+1] + · · ·

+ aq[X
(c)
i,q − (log

Kq

Kq−1
)(log cK)−1X

(c)
i,q+1] +

1

log cK
X

(c)
i,q+1

4
= a1X

(C)
i,1 + a2X

(C)
i,2 + · · ·+ aqX

(C)
i,q +X

(C)
i,q+1, i ∈ C

(S5)

where X(C)
i,l = X

(c)
i,l − (logKl/Kl−1)(log cK)−1X

(c)
i,q+1, l = 1, . . . , q and X(C)

i,q+1 = X
(c)
i,q+1/ log cK . �

B. PROOF OF THEOREM 3.1
Given ε > 0, let δ1 =

√
εeRtT /[3(1 + cK + e)] > 0. There exists −∞ < A < 0 < B <∞, such that,∫ A

−∞
fQ(x)dx < δ1,

∫ A

−∞
exfQ(x)dx < δ1,

∫ ∞
B

fQ(x)dx < δ1,

∫ ∞
B

exfQ(x)dx < δ1

Let δ2 =
√
εeRtT−B−1/[3(B − A + 2)] > 0. Since fQ is continuous, there exists a δ > 0, such that, for

any x1, x2 ∈ [A− 1, B + 1],
|fQ(x1)− fQ(x2)| < δ2

as long as |x1 − x2| < δ.

2
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For small enough K1, |∆| and large enough q,Kq, there exist integers u, v, such that, 1 < u < u+ 1 <
v < v + 1 < q, logKu ≤ A < logKu+1, logKv < B ≤ logKv+1, |∆| < δ.

We construct a f∆ by defining

a1 = (log cK)−1

∫ logK1

−∞
fQ(x)dx ≥ 0

ai = [log(Ki/Ki−1)]−1

∫ logKi

logKi−1

fQ(x)dx ≥ 0, i = 2, . . . , q

aq+1 = (log cK)−1

∫ ∞
logKq

fQ(x)dx ≥ 0

It can be verified that
∫∞
−∞ f∆(x)dx =

∑q+1
i=1 ai log(Ki/Ki−1) = 1. Let

∆f = max
u≤i≤v

(
max

logKi≤x≤logKi+1

fQ(x)− min
logKi≤x≤logKi+1

fQ(x)

)
Then |∆| < δ implies ∆f ≤ δ2. It can be verified that

|Ĉi − C̃i| <


√
ε/3, for i = v + 1, . . . , q

2
√
ε/3, for i = u, . . . , v√
ε, for i = 1, . . . , u− 1

|P̂i − P̃i| <


√
ε/3, for i = 1, . . . , u

2
√
ε/3, for i = u+ 1, . . . , v + 1√
ε, for i = v + 2, . . . , q

In other words, there exist a1, . . . , aq+1, such that, (Ĉi − C̃i)
2 < ε, (P̂i − P̃i)

2 < ε, for i = 1, . . . , q. It
implies the (a1, . . . , aq+1) that minimizes L(a1, . . . , aq+1) also satisfies

1

2q

[
q∑

i=1

(Ĉi − C̃i)
2 +

q∑
i=1

(P̂i − P̃i)
2

]
< ε

which leads to the conclusion. �
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C. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 4.1
Since EQ

t [
∑T

i=1R
2
i ] =

∑t
i=1R

2
i +

∑T
i=t+1 E

Q
t [R2

i ], the key part

T∑
i=t+1

EQ
t [R2

i ] =
T∑

i=t+1

EQ
t [log

Si
Si−1

]2

=
T∑

i=t+1

[EQ
t (logSi)

2 + EQ
t (logSi−1)2 − 2EQ

t (logSi)(logSi−1)]

=
T∑

i=t+1

EQ
t (logSi)

2 +
T∑

i=t+1

EQ
t (logSi−1)2 − 2

T∑
i=t+1

EQ
t [logSi−1 + log(

Si
Si−1

)][logSi−1]

=
T∑

i=t+1

EQ
t (logSi)

2 +
T∑

i=t+1

EQ
t (logSi−1)2 − 2

T∑
i=t+1

EQ
t (logSi−1)2

− 2
T∑

i=t+1

EQ
t [logSi−1][log(

Si
Si−1

)]

= EQ
t [logST ]2 − [logSt]

2 − 2
T∑

i=t+1

EQ
t [logSi−1][log(

Si
Si−1

)]

= EQ
t [logST ]2 − [logSt]

2 − 2
T∑

i=t+1

EQ
t [logSi−1]EQ

t [log(
Si
Si−1

)]

= EQ
t [logST ]2 − [logSt]

2 − 2
T∑

i=t+1

[EQ
t logSi−1EQ

t logSi − (EQ
t logSi−1)2]

Then Eq. 12 can be obtained by plugging EQ
t [
∑T

i=1R
2
i ] into Eq. 11. �

D. LINEAR INTERPOLATION FOR 1ST AND 2ND MOMENTS IN SECTION 4.1
Mean imputation Suppose the trading day is t and the expiration day is T . We denote all possible
expiration dates of traded contracts by t+ n1, t+ n2, . . . . Suppose the time point to be imputed is t+ n0.
Given all the information available at day t, logSt can be regarded as its expectation at day t, EQ

t logSt.
Therefore, we consider cases separately according to whether or not t+ n0 is in the interval [t, t+ n1] and
then apply linear interpolation to obtain the mean of logSt+n0 . More specifically, there are two cases:

Case 1: n0 ∈ [0, n1] and EQ
t (logSt+n1) has been calculated.

EQ
t (logSt+n0) = EQ

t (logSt+n1)− (n1 − n0)[EQ
t (logSt+n1)− logSt]

n1

=
n0EQ

t (logSt+n1) + (n1 − n0) log(St)

n1

4
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Case 2: n0 ∈ [ni, ni+1] for some i = 1, 2, . . .. The expectations EQ
t (logSt+ni) and EQ

t (logSt+ni+1)
have already been calculated.

EQ
t (logSt+n0) =

(n0 − ni)[EQ
t (logSt+ni+1)− EQ

t (logSt+ni)]

ni+1 − ni
+ EQ

t (logSt+ni)

=
(n0 − ni)EQ

t (logSt+ni+1) + (ni+1 − n0)EQ
t (logSt+ni)

ni+1 − ni

Variance Imputation In order to calculate the variance VQ
t (logSt+n0) at day t, we use a similar

interpolation based on the available variances of log returns at day t with expiration T . Based on the
scatterplot (not shown here) of all available variances that we have from the existing contracts, the trend of
variances has a curved pattern against the number of days to expiration. More specifically, it is roughly a
quadratic curve. Before we implement a linear interpolation, we first perform a square-root transformation
of variances.

Case 1: n0 ∈ [0, n1]. VQ
t (logSt+n1) has been calculated. Then

√
VQ
t (logSt+n0) =

n0

√
VQ
t (logSt+n1)

n1

Case 2: n0 ∈ [ni, ni+1] for some i = 1, 2, . . .. The values VQ
t (logSt+ni) and VQ

t (logSt+ni+1) have
been calculated. Then√

VQ
t (logSt+n0)

=

√
VQ
t (logSt+n0)−

√
VQ
t (logSt+ni) +

√
VQ
t (logSt+ni)

=

(n0 − ni)
[√

VQ
t (logSt+ni+1)−

√
VQ
t (logSt+ni)

]
ni+1 − ni

+

√
VQ
t (logSt+ni)

=
(n0 − ni)

√
VQ
t (logSt+ni+1) + (ni+1 − n0)

√
VQ
t (logSt+ni)

ni+1 − ni
.

Then the second moment is

EQ
t (logSt+n0)2 = [EQ

t (logSt+n0)]2 + VQ
t (logSt+n0)

A fair price of variance swap V St,T can be obtained by the pricing formula Eq. 11.
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